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*Note* This mask is not approved by the Center For Disease
Control for PPE Protection. It is provided as a free pattern for 

personal use with no claims of disease prevention



Sew A Curved Mask With Shoelace Ties

Print out the pattern and cut out along the lines

Cut out four pieces of cotton fabric.  You can layer the fabric right sides 
together to trim faster.  Use a pin to hold the paper pattern piece in place as 

you cut.

Mark all fabric pieces with a F for front and T for top so you keep the  right 
curves together

Take two pieces of fabric and place right sides together. Pin along the Front 
or F sides. Do the same with the other two pieces of fabric.  

Sew along the front with a 1/4 inch seam allowance on both following the 
curves

Place these sewn pieces right sides together and pin along all sides. Leave a 
small opening about three inches for turning. Sew along the edges using a 

1/4 inch seam allowance making sure you leave that opening

Turn the mask and press well including the opening so it will be able to be 
closed in the next steps

Find the center of one shoelace and match it to your center top. Pin it along 
the mask edge. Top stitch the shoelace to the mask.  Pin the other shoelace 

in the same manner and sew it to the bottom edge following the curves. 
Your mask is complete! Tie one shoelace on top of your head and the other 

around the back of your head. USE PRECAUTION WITH SMALL 
CHILDREN!!!!!

*Note* This mask is not approved by the Center For Disease Control 
for PPE Protection. It is provided as a free pattern for personal use

with no claims of disease prevention
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